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Office Design in 2018     

 

Companies like Google and Pixar have helped to shape and change the way office space is designed
in 2018.  Collaborative work space with lots of natural lighting, high ceilings, open spaces without
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office walls, and napping pods are all part of office design today. 

According to a 2017 Capital One survey, 82 percent of office professionals believe companies need
innovative workplaces in order to encourage innovation among their employees. If you're thinking of
making some changes to your office a few of the easier to implement ideas include:

Collaborative workspace - These spaces go beyond a meeting room. They are flexible and open
workspaces that encourage teams and other divisions to creative. Adding more flexible and fun
environments to encourage community is a step in adding more collaborative environments to your
office. 

Green space - This goes beyond adding more office plants. Some companies are taking this to an
entirely new level by adding "living walls" in their offices. We're not suggesting making that kind of
commitment to this trend but adding more green to an office has been noted in improving happiness
levels of employees, and as result more productivity. 

Office furniture - Chairs and desks that are adjustable for the wide variety of shapes and sizes
humans come in is important to ensure a comfortable fit for whomever may be using the desks and
chairs. 

Great River Office Products offers more than just office supplies. Our experts in office interior
design and ergonomic furniture can help you create a more modern and productive space in your
office. 

Is It Time to Move to a Bigger Space?  
   



Moving an office is not a decision a business owner takes lightly. Changing the business address,
packing up the entire office, losing productive time to move, and the costs associated with a move
all deserve careful consideration. In addition to a physical address change, moving is also the time
businesses consider changes in furniture, computers, and the interior design of the new space.

When choosing office furniture, it's important to consider more than just the aesthetics of your new
desks and chairs. It's important these items also comfortably fit your staff and are also durable to
function properly with almost daily use. 

Some things to consider when purchasing office furniture include:

Are your office desk chairs adjustable?
People come in all different sizes and your office chairs are going to need to be flexible enough to
accommodate them. When considering new chairs, look for ones that allow for seat and arm rest
height adjustments. Flexibility in these areas will allow your staff to move them to best fit their
needs. When working at a desk, feet should be able to rest flat on the floor while arms rest
comfortably at the sides. The arm height will also be affected by the desk and where a keyboard and
mouse sit on them. 

Do your office desks allow for sit and stand positions?
You've likely heard the saying "sitting is the new smoking". For staff that work on a keyboard and sit
at a desk for 8 or more hours a day, this saying really hits home. Providing desks that can be
adjusted for use in various positions throughout the day will give staff members flexibility and
variety in their work positions. This flexibility can reduce eye strain, neck and low back discomfort,
and reduce repetitive injuries such as carpal tunnel syndrome. 

Does the office furniture fit your interior design?
Decorating an office is important. Your office is the first impression potential customers and new
employees have about the business. Professional interior designers can help choose not only
furniture styles, but also paint, flooring, wall art, and lighting. The investment made for this kind of
service have long lasting benefits for a company. 

Great River Office Products is more than just an office supply company. We are experts in
ergonomic office furniture and we have an interior design team ready to help you make the
important decorating decisions for your new office space. Give us a call today!

Need Promotional Items?
Call us! 
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Pens, bags, hats, shirts, cups, and MORE.
 If your logo can go on it, we can get it for you!

September Specials

Coffee Corner 
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House Keeping
We now have promotional products.
How do you promote your business?  
Let us help!

We will be closed on September 3 for Labor Day.
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